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Mural examples

Make a statment
with your space
We specialize in creating statement murals that elevate your space and
make for photo-worthy areas. We can paint on many types of surfaces,
including cinderblock, stucco, concrete, and typical indoor walls.
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Impact
TikTok viral video with 429K Likes, 5K
Comments, and over 2M views:

Featured in “So Scottsdale” magazine
April 2021 issue, page 42:

why a mural?
* Creates photo-worthy areas your clients will
want to share on their social platforms
* Great social marketing tool
* Potential for your space to go viral and drive
more traffic
* Murals are a statement feature, which means
you can keep the surrounding decor minimal
* Creates organic engagement on social
platforms, highly shareable content
* Your mural will be featured consistently on
the Spindles Design Co. Instagram profile

social stats
* Consistently high engagement stats on
Instagram + Tiktok
* Consistently top rated rentals on Air Bnb

High in-person engagement:

* “Pink Cactus” Air Bnb fully booked through
Fall 2021
* Scottsdale Beach Club “The Zodiac” house
had several bookings within a week of
launching on Air Bnb
* “Pink Cactus” + “Love Oasis” murals have
gone viral several times on both Instagram
and TikTok
* Destination spots for Influencers
* High engagement stats on murals posts on
the Spindles Design Co. Instagram profile
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TikTok viral video with over 125K Likes:

Mural pricing
Full Custom Design + Painting
Starting price is $45/sqft and may increase depending on complexity of
the project. Includes design, full painting coverage, unlimited colors, full
shading and detailed designs.
Includes all painting materials and design work.
$6000 minimum order.
Equipment costs, travel, and artwork licensing added separately.
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about
about the artist
My name is Courtney Larsen, and I am the lead artist and CEO of
Spindles Design Co. I specialize in creating murals that make a
statement and invigorate the entire space.
I have a Bachelors in Fine Art from Arizona State University, and
have been a full-time working artist since starting my business in
2015. I’ve worked with some truly incredible clients over the last 6
years, including The White Sox, True North Studios, and Zinburger,
to name a few. Each design I create is completely customized and
tailored to your vision and goals for the space. Every mural starts
with 3-5 design concepts sketches, a round of revisions, and then
finally the finished painting on-site.
My murals make for incredible photo backdrops, and highly
shareable social media content. Several of my murals have gone
viral on TikTok and Instagram, and social media influencers come
from all over to stay at the rental houses with these murals.
My recent chalkboard murals for Desert Ridge
Marketplace and Tempe Marketplace have been featured on
“Good Morning Arizona”, “So Scottsdale” magazine, and
“The North Tatum Times” newspaper. These interactive murals have
been embraced by the local community, with visitors writing their
own words of wisdom on the lines provided. These chalkboards
have to be wiped down every few days because they fill up so
quickly due to high community engagement!
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Recent work
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